Her Heart, His Home - A Christian Romance

Will Collingsworth thought he'd had it all. A wife he adored. A job he enjoyed. Financial security through his inheritance. And a baby on the way. Then tragedy strikes, and he is left to raise his daughter on his own. Hardened by the events that robbed him of the family he'd longed for, Will distances himself from his daughter and those he loves. But when Amy Moyer arrives in his life and showers love on his daughter, he comes to see what's lacking in his life. Is he ready to risk loving again? Or will things beyond his control once again rob him of the opportunity to find love and happiness in his life? Amy Moyer fell in love with Will Collingsworth as a teenager and was convinced he was her future. When he shows up at Cami and Josh's wedding with his new bride, she is devastated. Eight years later she's back in Collingsworth to help Jessa and Lance, certain that all the past emotions she felt for Will are no longer relevant. When old emotions flood back and mix in with new ones, will she be able to put aside her fears to embrace them and find the love she'd hoped for years ago?

Love Makes a House a Home - A Christian Romance

Lance Evanston has walked back into Jessa Collingsworth's life as abruptly as he'd left it over ten years earlier. As the oldest sister, Jessa has had to step up into her grandmother's role as the matriarch of the Collingsworth family now that Gran has passed away. The weight of that responsibility is complicated by the return--at Gran's request--of the man who broke her vulnerable teenage heart. Lance can't believe he's in the position of possibly having a second chance with the girl he had been forced to break up with, but whom he has never forgotten. He hopes that she'll give him a second chance, but Jessa seems unwilling to even consider giving him the time of day. As secrets are unearthed and truths revealed, will Jessa be able to trust God to work things out for His glory? Or will she follow in her grandmother's footsteps and try to keep hidden those things that might bring harm to the family that she is now responsible for? And will Lance be able to convince her to trust him with her heart for the second time around?

Home Away from Home - A Christian Romance

Laurel Collingsworth-Davis thought she had everything she could ever want: a beautiful home, a fulfilling career, financial security and a devoted husband. However, at the beginning of their marriage, she and Matt--each for their own private reasons--had agreed to never have children. When her grandmother dies, Laurel realizes that she does, in fact, want to be a mother. She desperately needs Matt to reconsider his position, but when he refuses, she fears her storybook life may be over. Matt Davis has very real reasons for not wanting to become a father; reasons he's never shared with Laurel. Now he realizes that in order to get her to understand, he may have to reveal more of himself to her than he's ever revealed to anyone. But doing that may very well cost him his marriage regardless. Will Laurel and Matt be able to trust God to help...
them overcome the seemingly insurmountable obstacles that stand in the way of them staying a family? Or will their fears drive them apart and end the marriage that had seemed so perfect?

**Home Is Where the Heart Is - A Christian Romance**

Ten years ago, Violet Collingsworth left the town founded by her family, eager to escape a domineering grandmother and a past filled with hurt. Finally able to pursue her own dreams, Violet has spent the last decade traveling and enjoying adventures in the outdoors she loves so much. But now her grandmother's death has brought her back to Collingsworth and to the conflicted familial relationships of her past. Settling down anywhere, let alone Collingsworth, was not part of her agenda, but a run-in with the town sheriff has her reconsidering. Sheriff Dean Marconett has heard plenty about the Collingsworth sister who loved to travel, but he never imagined he'd be so drawn to her when they finally met. Hoping to win her heart, he keeps secret the one thing that might scare her away. Will he be able to convince Violet to consider settling down in the town she fled from so long ago before his secret is revealed? Or will her adventurous spirit and the hurts and fears of her past, along with his secret, drive her away from a chance at love?

**Once Upon a Silent Night - A Christian Romance**

Unwilling to fulfill her parents' expectations for her, she left behind a comfortable life in pursuit of her dream. Alessia Talbot had been raised with the expectation that she'd go to law school and join the family law firm, but that isn't what she wants for her life. Determined to achieve her dream of a career in music, she strikes out on her own. Her new life away from her family is a reality check, and she soon finds her life on a downward slide. Two years on, her dream is still out of reach, and she's nearing rock bottom. With hope nearly gone and feeling no joy in the season that was once her favorite, Alessia wanders into a church in search of warmth and some quiet. He gave up his life in order to bring his brothers to justice. Gio Morgan (formerly known as Giovanni Moretti) was born into a mob family, but he'd never fit in. When he made the decision to testify against his mob boss brothers, he knew it meant the end to that life. He now lives in New Hope Falls in order to be close to his half-sister, Cara. He is trying to build a new life for himself, and part of that is participating in the church's 24 hour a day open door ministry for the month of December. Will a connection forged in the quiet of a church during the early morning hours be the start of something new? Or will it lead to heartbreak if the draw of a dream is too powerful to resist? Once Upon a Silent Night is book 4.5 of the Christian romance series, New Hope Falls. If you haven't read book 1 yet, be sure to check it out: A Love So Real (ASIN: B07T58NPDR). Welcome to the fictional town of New Hope Falls! A sanctuary for those needing refuge. A beacon for those who are lost. A place for the hurting to call home. Come for a visit and fall in love with New Hope Falls and its residents, both old and new. Books in the New Hope Falls series: A Love so Real - Book 1 Because of Him - Book 2 The Color of Love - Book 3 A Heart Renewed - Book 4 Once Upon a Silent Night - Book 4.5 When I'm With You - Book 5 Healing Hearts - Book 6 If you enjoy heartwarming Christian romance with a focus on love, faith, and family, be sure to check out these other series and books by Kimberly Rae Jordan: The Callaghans & McFaddens Fostered by Love BlackThorpe Security The McKinleys Home to Collingsworth Those Karlsson Boys Other Christian romance books by Kimberly Rae Jordan:
Faith, Hope & Love Marrying Kate

**Because of Him - A Christian Romance**

Both of their pasts have held pain and loss, but will they finally be able to move past it all together? In the blink of an eye, Cara Morgan lost her mom and the life she’d been building for herself as a professional ballet dancer. Within months, she had a new name and a new life in a small town on the other side of the country. Still mourning the loss of her mother and trying to accept the other changes in her life, Cara has struggled to put down deep roots in New Hope Falls. But when faced with the prospect of losing her remaining parent, Cara knows she needs to let people in. Kieran Sutherland has been through his own time of mourning in recent years. After the tragic loss of both his brother and father, he brought his mom back to her hometown of New Hope Falls. Taking a position with the Sheriff’s Office for the county, he soon finds himself working as a police chief in the small town...a world away from his previous job with the NYPD. A couple of break-ins in New Hope lead him to the door of Cara's studio in search of help, and he finds himself curious about the woman he’d only seen from afar. Given her past, Cara isn't sure dating someone in law enforcement is a great idea. But with her dying father's encouragement to embrace her new life and find love, she accepts Kieran's romantic overtures. As her connection with Kieran deepens, so does her connection with the town and its inhabitants. But when the past rears its ugly head and secrets are revealed, Cara isn't sure she can stay in New Hope Falls. Will the past rob Kieran and Cara of the love they've found with each other? Or will their faith and love be strong enough to guide them through one of the most difficult times of their lives? Because of Him is book 2 of the Christian romance series, New Hope Falls. If you haven't read book 1 yet, be sure to check it out: A Love So Real (ASIN: B07T58NPDR). Welcome to the fictional town of New Hope Falls! A sanctuary for those needing refuge. A beacon for those who are lost. A place for the hurting to call home. Come for a visit and fall in love with New Hope Falls and its residents, both old and new. If you enjoy heartwarming Christian romance with a focus on love, faith, and family, be sure to check out these other series and books by Kimberly Rae Jordan: The Callaghans & McFaddens Fostered by Love BlackThorpe Security The McKinleys Home to Collingsworth Those Karlsson Boys Other Christian romance books by Kimberly Rae Jordan: Faith, Hope & Love Marrying Kate

**The Harmony of Love: A Christian Romance**

To those around her, her life plays like a simple melody. But she hears the whole song, complete with the harsh sounds of discordant notes. Along with everything else she does at the family's lodge, Leah McNamara also finds the time to write music, using it as an outlet for the things she's experiencing in her life. Leah would be perfectly content with her life at the lodge and her music if she wasn't worried about the secrets she's kept hidden from her family that are now threatening to be revealed. If that were to happen, the betrayal her mom and siblings would feel could damage everything. The realization of his dream had been like a beautiful song, until someone else's actions brings it all to an end. Gavin Colley is unsettled, set adrift when the popular contemporary Christian music group he'd founded crashes and burns in a fiery scandal. When he hears a song being sung by a woman whose voice resonates with him, he sets off to convince her to write and record a song with him. He hopes it might help to give him the
direction he needs to move forward. As he bides his time, waiting for the right moment to ask her to collaborate with him, Gavin finds himself intrigued by the prickly woman. Being around her is the perfect distraction from the mess his career is in. But there's also something more there that he hadn't expected to find when he'd made his way to New Hope Falls. When Gavin shows up at the lodge, Leah knows who he is and what's happened. She has long admired his talent as a fellow musician, so she finds herself getting closer to him than she would normally with a guest at the lodge. But even as they draw closer, Leah knows that anything beyond friendship is impossible. Their lives don't harmonize since Gavin's life is on the other side of the country and he's frequently on tour, while Leah prefers being behind the scenes and helping at her family's lodge. But when love finds its way into their hearts, will they try to bring their lives into harmony? Or will they be left with heartache? The Harmony of Love is book 7 of the Christian romance series, New Hope Falls. If you haven't read book 1 yet, be sure to check it out: A Love So Real (ASIN: B077T58NPDR). Welcome to the fictional town of New Hope Falls! A sanctuary for those needing refuge. A beacon for those who are lost. A place for the hurting to call home. Come for a visit and fall in love with New Hope Falls and its residents, both old and new. Books in the New Hope Falls series: A Love so Real Because of Him The Color of Love A Heart Renewed Once Upon a Silent Night When I'm With You Healing Hearts The Harmony of Love If you enjoy heartwarming Christian romance with a focus on love, faith, and family, be sure to check out these other series and books by Kimberly Rae Jordan: The Callaghans & McFaddens Fostered by Love BlackThorpe Security The McKinleys Home to Collingsworth Those Karlsson Boys Other Christian romance books by Kimberly Rae Jordan: Faith, Hope & Love Marrying Kate

**When I'm With You: A Contemporary Christian Romance**

She's been told he's the enemy, but she needs something from him. Leilani Alexander's plan had always been to return to New Hope Falls once she'd finally finished college to help her mom with her florist shop. Unfortunately, tragedy dictated a different path. So Lani is back in New Hope without her degree, trying to keep a struggling business afloat and doing everything she can to figure out how to keep her late mother's dream alive. Even if that means turning to the competition—the business her father blames for the downfall of their own. Now if only they don't find out who she really is. He thought things were going great...until they weren't. All Michael Reed ever wanted was a life where he and his sister would be safe. Together, they'd worked to build a business that provided them with the stability he craved and the safety they needed. But when his sister drops a bomb on him, it all begins to fall apart. Michael doesn't know how to hold everything together on his own because there are parts of the business he absolutely can't take care of himself. The addition of a new employee in the store offers a glimmer of hope, but Michael is slow to trust anyone with his secrets, especially since the one person he's always trusted suddenly wants to abandon him. Keeping secrets never turns out well. When she'd applied for a job at the Reeds' florist shop, all Lani hoped for was a paycheck and a way to make back some of the money they'd taken when they'd stolen business away from her mom. She didn't figure on becoming embroiled in the siblings' drama, but she soon finds herself smack dab in the middle of it. She wants to help...if only it didn't feel like a betrayal on so many levels. When feelings get involved, however, Lani knows it's time to come clean. If only it wasn't too late. Trust is a fragile thing that takes a beating when secrets are revealed. Is
love enough to shore it up? Or will this just be one more thing that goes wrong in both their lives? When I'm With You is book 5 of the Christian romance series, New Hope Falls. If you haven't read book 1 yet, be sure to check it out: A Love So Real (ASIN: B07T58NPDR).

Welcome to the fictional town of New Hope Falls! A sanctuary for those needing refuge. A beacon for those who are lost. A place for the hurting to call home. Come for a visit and fall in love with New Hope Falls and its residents, both old and new. Books in the New Hope Falls series: A Love so Real Because of Him The Color of Love A Heart Renewed Once Upon a Silent Night When I'm With You Healing Hearts If you enjoy heartwarming Christian romance with a focus on love, faith, and family, be sure to check out these other series and books by Kimberly Rae Jordan: The Callaghans & McFaddens Fostered by Love BlackThorpe Security The McKinleys Home to Collingsworth Those Karlsson Boys Other Christian romance books by Kimberly Rae Jordan: Faith, Hope & Love Marrying Kate

**This Time with Love - A Christian Romance**

Six years ago, a new found faith changed Anastacia Stapleton's perspective on her life and relationship. When the man she is living with refuses to consider marriage, she knows she has to end things with him. Realizing that she can't continue to live the way she has in the past, Ana runs away from LA and its temptations to the one place her boyfriend had said he'd never go. Minneapolis, Minnesota. As Ana Stapleton becomes Staci Moore, she feels secure in the life she has created for herself and the child she hadn't realized she carried when she left LA. Eric McKinley had abandoned the faith of his childhood when he was still in his teens, but after enduring a life-changing trauma, he finds himself once again turning to God. This change of heart prompts him to return to the family he'd become estranged from years ago. Though he thought he had put Ana Stapleton and his feelings for her firmly in his past, Eric realizes nothing could be further from the truth when he runs into her at a singles retreat over the New Year. Coming face to face with Eric and the emotions of their past relationship has Staci contemplating another disappearance—hopefully before he learns of the child she never told him about. Six years and many counseling sessions later, Staci knows that what she and Eric shared in the past had been anything but healthy. Even as she tries to resist his presence in her life, her heart is drawn to him once again. She can see the changes in Eric, but Staci is scared of reverting back into the person she'd been when they had been together. As Eric learns about the depth of pain Staci endured as a result of their relationship, he tries to make things right, but will it be enough to help her trust him again? Or will his role in her life never go beyond father to the child they share together?

**For the Love of Grace - A Christian Romance**

When Bennett McFadden fell in love with Grace Moore as a nineteen-year-old, he'd thought they had a future together. Unfortunately, everything changed when Grace's grandmother died and Grace pulled away from him and the future he had dreamed they'd have together. Several years later, Grace's husband passes away unexpectedly, and it reinforces her belief that anyone she allows to get too close to her dies. To prevent further heartache, Grace is once again determined to keep those she cares about at arm's length, but sometimes circumstances force a closeness that can't be avoided. Bennett hadn't like Grace's husband, Franklin, when
they'd first met--for many reasons--but as the man had changed in recent months so had Bennett's level of respect for him. Franklin's death shocks them all, but once again the Callaghan-McFadden family rallies around Grace just as they had during the past losses she'd endured. As Bennett spends time helping Grace in the months following Franklin's death, he finds the feelings he'd once had for her coming to the surface again. Unfortunately, the fear that bound Grace's heart before has an even tighter grip on her now. Though she supports Makayla and Ethan as they prepare to say their vows, she knows that never again will she allow herself to be that vulnerable. Love can overcome fear, but only if Grace is willing to take a chance even while knowing that loss might follow.